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REVIEW

Pairomics, the omics way to mate choice
Sergio Ulhoa Dani1, Winfried März2, Paulo Mauricio Serrano Neves1 and Gerhard Franz Walter3
The core aspects of the biology and evolution of sexual reproduction are reviewed with a focus on the diploid, sexually
reproducing, outbreeding, polymorphic, unspecialized, altricial and cultural human species. Human mate choice and pair
bonding are viewed as central to individuals’ lives and to the evolution of the species, and genetic assistance in reproduction is
viewed as a universal human right. Pairomics is defined as an emerging branch of the omics science devoted to the study of
mate choice at the genomic level and its consequences for present and future generations. In pairomics, comprehensive genetic
information of individual genomes is stored in a database. Computational tools are employed to analyze the mating schemes
and rules that govern mating among the members of the database. Mating models and algorithms simulate the outcomes of
mating any given genome with each of a number of genomes represented in the database. The analyses and simulations may
help to understand mating schemes and their outcomes, and also contribute a new cue to the multicued schemes of mate
choice. The scientific, medical, evolutionary, ethical, legal and social implications of pairomics are far reaching. The use of
genetic information as a search tool in mate choice may influence our health, lifestyle, behavior and culture. As knowledge on
genomics, population genetics and gene–environment interactions, as well as the size of genomic databases expand, so does
the ability of pairomics to investigate and predict the consequences of mate choice for the present and future generations.
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INTRODUCTION
Sexual reproduction emerged early in the natural history of life on
Earth, possibly in pre-cellular ancestors of Gram-negative eubacteria.1,2 Sexual reproduction provides for maintenance of genetic
diversity through recombination, replication fidelity and viability,
meaning that both adaptability and adaptation of organisms and
species is increased in a more efficient way than by asexual
reproduction.3,4
In the human species and other altricial species with highly
dependent young, random mating or promiscuity evolved to pair
bonding, reflecting the fact that mate choice and pair bonding is
central to individuals’ lives and to the evolution of the species.5,6 Mate
choice and pair bonding serve important functions such as securing
offspring survival and minimizing inbreeding.7
The genetic underpinnings of mate choice and pair bonding have
been intensively studied in a number of animal models including
man, and variation in the receptors of oxytocin, vasopressin,
dopamine and serotonin has been associated with parenting behavior,
social recognition, affiliative behaviors and pair bonding.8 Further
genetic and nongenetic factors underlying variation in mate choice
and pair bonding are poorly understood.
In our species, physical and mental traits such as age, body size and
shape, intelligence, personality and social behavior, as well as cultural

factors such as ethnicity, religiosity, socioeconomic and educational
status contribute in the multicued mate choice process.9–15 The use of
multiple cues can reduce mate choice costs by decreasing the number
of mates inspected more closely or the time and energy spent
inspecting a set of mates.16 This sophisticated mate choice process
has influenced our reproductive outcomes and evolution17–20 in a way
that has been described as ‘dual inheritance’ or ‘gene–culture
coevolution’.21–23
Some widespread mating preferences have been shown to have
significant impacts on not only fitness, but also disease burden in
human societies. For example, men place more importance on
youthfulness and fertility than do women, who regard resourceholding potential as a more relevant criterion.24 Although paternal
age of reproduction is associated with telomere length and increased
lifespan in the offspring,25–28 lower maternal reproductive age is a
factor in the evolutionary maintenance of female reproductive
senescence and menopause.29
In the last few decades, genetic counseling, artificial fertilization
(AI), in vitro fertilization (IVF), preimplantation diagnosis (PID), and
prenatal diagnosis (PND) have added new tools and cues to human
reproduction and evolution. Thanks to these new tools, a number of
genes that have been found to cause genetic diseases such as
hemochromatosis, phenylketonuria, cystic fibrosis, spinal muscular
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atrophy and Tay–Sachs disease can be identified, avoided by gamete
choice (AI and IVF) or discarded through embryo selection or
abortion following PID or PND, respectively. Also, human leukocyte
antigen/major histocompatibility complex genotyping has been
widely employed to cross-match donors to recipients in cell, tissue
and organ transplantation,30–33 and the complete replacement of
defective oocyte mitochondrial DNA with normal mitochondrial
DNA is now technically possible.34,35 It is thus a matter of time
and societal acceptance that genomic tools may also be employed in
human mate choice.
Herewith, we propose the term ‘pairomics’ to designate the
emerging branch of omics science devoted to the study of mate
choice at the genomic level and its consequences for present and
future generations. In pairomics, comprehensive genetic information
of individual genomes is stored in a database. Computational tools
are employed to analyze the mating schemes and rules that govern
mating among the members of the database. Mating models and
algorithms simulate the outcomes of mating any given genome with
each of a number of genomes represented in the database. The
analyses and simulations may help to understand mating schemes and
their outcomes, and also contribute a new cue to the multicued
schemes of mate choice.
DECREASING THE ODDS OF INHERITED GENETIC DISEASES
BY PAIROMICS
Prevention of genetic diseases ought to be the strongest argument for
pairomics. A large part of genetic diseases is caused by single genes
that are inherited from one or both of the parents. However, one
cannot always be certain about the odds of inheritance and
manifestation of malfunctioning genes, for reasons pertaining to
genetics, epigenetics, environment and gene–environment relationships including nutritional, health, social and lifestyle variables.
Human polymorphism is perhaps the most important of such
reasons. Assuming conservatively that (1) 25 000 functional genes
exist in our genome; (2) all genes are polymorphic; and (3) 99% of
the individuals are homozygous for the commonest allele in each
locus, then the probability, P, of any individual having ‘normal’ alleles
for each gene is given by Equation (1) as:
P ¼ 0:9925;000

½1

This purely mathematical reasoning allows us to state, with a high
degree of certainty, that the odds of any individual having ‘normal’
alleles in all gene loci are negligible. A number of ‘abnormal’ alleles
may cause genetic diseases, and each one of us is on the brink of
manifesting at least one, and probably a couple, of genetic diseases at
certain time points of our lives. As we may have inherited the genes
responsible for these diseases from our ancestors, we may also pass
these genes, gene combinations or gene status to our offspring if we
are not reproductively affected by the diseases.
Factors such as heterozygosity, interactions between genotypes at
multiple loci (epistasis), genomic redundancy and functional overlap,
interactions between genotypes and environment, abiotropy, lifestyle,
metabolism and more stochastic genetic events such as transposition,
as well as epigenetic events such as methylation and covalent histone
modifications may mask the effects of malfunctioning genes
(Figure 1). Exhaustive observations in gene-disruption experiments
in plant and animal models have shown that a great part of loss-offunction mutations are compatible with the development of viable
organisms. Also, some loss-of-function mutations known or suspected to cause disease may confer adaptability under certain
environmental conditions, the classical example being the
Journal of Human Genetics

Figure 1 A field representation of the forces acting upon the genome to
determine the phenotype.

reproductive advantage enjoyed by carriers of certain mutations
causing hemoglobinopathies or thalassemias in populations living
in regions of the world where malaria is endemic.36 In fact, a number
of diverse disease phenotypes including cancer37,38 and metabolic
disease39 can be compensated for by suppressor mutations.
In consequence, the number of undiagnosed patients and carriers is
high, meaning that available epidemiological data on genetic diseases
represent a minimum prevalence. The inheritance and manifestation
of human genetic diseases are usually described in stratified populations where the underlying mutations have appeared in the homozygous/compound heterozygous/hemizygous state required to
manifest a clinical phenotype.40,41 Population stratification caused
by ethnic, geographical, religious or social divisions is common in
human societies; it results in an excess in the proportion of spouse
pairs with the same genotypes at all ancestrally informative markers,
resulting in ancestrally related positive assortative mating and
homozygosis.42 Homozygosis has the potential to increase the
incidence of recessive diseases in a population. Of the 7028 human
disorders with suspected Mendelian inheritance, 1139 are recessive
and have an established molecular basis.43 The number with a known
molecular basis is rapidly increasing through next-generation
sequencing (NGS) of whole genomes and exomes of affected
individuals.44
In a 2011 study employing NGS to sequence 7717 regions from 437
target genes, the genomic carrier burden for severe pediatric recessive
disorders ranged from 0 to 7, averaging 2.8 mutations per capita.43 If
our genome conceals some 25 000 genes, then there would be, on
average, 160 recessive mutations per capita, which is in general
agreement with an estimate made 55 years ago by Morton et al.,45
according to whom ‘every individual must be heterozygous for many
genes which would be seriously deleterious if homozygous and which
together probably produce an appreciable loss of fitness even in the
heterozygote’. The numbers of ‘deleterious’ variants that have been
reported from the different genomes studied to date are remarkably
similar, and these numbers were between one and two orders of
magnitude larger than those arrived at via theoretical
considerations.46 The explanation for this discrepancy is that the
latter were focused upon recessive (or null) mutations.
Both recessive and dominant mutations at coding sequences and
variation at the noncoding, regulatory and ‘junk’ sequences of our
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genomes are important causes of disease. Studies of evolutionarily
conserved noncoding sequences have suggested that 5–20% of the
genome may be of functional importance,47–50 and transposonderived sequences account for at least 40% of the human genome,
a hefty proportion when compared with the 1–2% given over to
protein coding sequences.51 Members of active retrotransposon
families have been associated with germline insertional mutagenesis
and disease52 and can also drive somatic genome mosaicism.53
With the progress of medicine, it is anticipated that a number of
genetic diseases will be treatable and the fitness of the individuals with
these diseases will eventually be maintained, though presumably at the
expense of some sort of diagnostics and medication. Given the
magnitude of carrier burden and the lower cost of testing compared
with treating these conditions, it is now generally accepted that carrier
screening by NGS made available to the general population may be an
economical way to reduce the incidence of, and ameliorate suffering
associated with, severe genetic disorders.
It is technically possible to significantly reduce the odds of passing
malfunctioning alleles or malfunctioning combinations thereof to our
offspring, but our capacity for doing so clearly depends on our ability
to understand what is going on in our genetic system, genetic
architecture and population genetic structure, as well as in our
environment, lifestyle and gene–environment relationships.
Lessons from inbreeding and outbreeding populations
In a wide range of plant and animal species including man, it has
been shown that consanguinity or inbreeding— meaning mating
between members of the same family, such as first-cousin marriages,
or closely related members in a population—usually increases the
incidence of a number of recessive genetic diseases and decreases
adaptability and survival, expressed as biochemical, functional and
anatomical defects that produce lethal and nonlethal disease, at least
for ‘adaptations that have not yet stood the test of geological time’.54
This phenomenon is termed inbreeding depression. Inbreeding
depression has important implications for a wide range of
biological phenomena, such as inbreeding avoidance, the evolution
and maintenance of sexual systems and extinction rates of small
populations.55
Inbreeding depression obtrudes because inbreeding favors the
occurrence of genes in homozygosity, defined by the presence of
two identical copies or alleles of the homologous DNA segment in the
diploid state. Inconsistencies with regard to associations of homozygosities in some diseases but not others indicate that the effects of
homozygosity on the risk of complex phenotypes are disease or trait
dependent.56 Some homozygosities will sometimes be harmful, so
that the inbred stock (if it survives the effects of inbreeding at all) will
be at some disadvantage as compared with the outbred population in
which harmful genes are masked by the dominance of ‘adapted-type’
or ‘wild-type’ genes.
Individuals carrying two malfunctioning copies (non-adapted
mutant alleles, in the sense of mutations that reduce adaptation)
arise most frequently as the offspring of heterozygous parents—
parents who each possess one normal allele (‘wild type’ or ‘adapted
type’) and one mutant allele (Figure 2). In most cases, the parents are
perfectly healthy because the mutant allele has no adverse effect when
a normal allele is also present. The parents are said to be carriers of
the harmful gene.
Inbreeding depression represents just the deleterious homozygosity
end in a spectrum of phenotypic change defined by genome-wide
haplotype variation. At the opposite end of this spectrum is the hybrid
vigor effect or heterosis, defined by genome-wide beneficial

Figure 2 The recessive case is illustrated by two known alleles of a given
locus, one recessive (a) and the other wild type (A). In this illustration, both
parents are phenotypically unaffected, but carriers of the recessive gene.
Meiotic division during gametogenesis produces oocytes and spermatozoa
carrying either the recessive or the wild-type allele. The probability, P, of the
genotypes in the offspring is given by P ¼ ½  ½ ¼ 1/n2 ¼ 0.25. Unaffected
(AA) and unaffected but carrier (aA) make up 75% of embryos produced by
the couple of heterozygous carriers of the recessive gene. The affected,
recessive homozygous status (aa) is highlighted by the dashed square. Chr.,
chromosome.

heterozygosity. Inbreeding depression and heterosis imply that a
substantial amount of polymorphisms including single-nucleotide
polymorphisms, insertion or deletion polymorphisms, tandem repeats
(short tandem repeats and variable number of tandem repeats), copy
number variations (that is, duplications or deletions that change the
copy number of a larger (41 kb) segment of a DNA sequence),57,58
regions of homozygosis59,60 and some rearrangements such as
inversions and translocations (also known as copy-neutral
variations) are deleterious.61–65 Accordingly, hybrid vigor is
determined by functional rescue through nonmutually exclusive,
genetically determined and environmentally modified mechanisms,
including dominance complementation, overdominance and epistasis,66
and also intergenomic recombination and gene conversion; that is,
recombination and gene conversion between alleles of different
descent, or between the parental genomes.67–72
The hybrid vigor effect has been observed in a wide range of plant
and animal species. In a sense, hybrid vigor can be regarded as an
evolutionary driver of sex in a changing environment, for sexually
reproducing individuals in outbreeding populations efficiently share
genetic information, thereby increasing the adaptability of their
offspring in a much more efficient way than asexually reproducing
individuals, or sexually reproducing individuals in inbreeding
populations.
Among astute plant and animal breeders, it is a long-standing
realization that mating the most genetically distant parents usually
produces the healthier offspring. Maximal hybrid vigor is obtained
when different inbred populations are intercrossed to generate the socalled F1 generation. It is rather unlikely that the same harmful genes
will be fixed in two different inbred lines; if we cross such lines,
therefore, each can compensate for the deficiencies of the other, and
Journal of Human Genetics
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the hybrid F1 stocks will be more vigorous than either of the two
parental stocks from which they were derived.
Thus, in plant and animal stockbreeding, a conventional strategy to
optimize hybrid vigor is to outbreed serially inbred populations. This
is well illustrated in a study of inbred and outbred populations of a
beetle species, Stator limbatus.73 In this study, the survival of
outcrossed beetles evolved to be higher in the serially inbred
populations. Also, inbreeding depression and the genetic load were
significantly lower in the serially inbred than control populations.
Inbreeding depression affecting larval survival of S. limbatus was
largely because of recessive deleterious alleles of large effect that could
be rapidly and extensively purged from the population by serial sibmating, specifically a reduction of as much as 72% could be attained
in only three generations of sib-mating. The price for this astonishing
success was the high rate of extinction of the inbred lines, despite the
lines being reared in a benign laboratory environment, indicating that
intentional purging of the genetic load of captive endangered species
will not be practical because of high rates of subpopulation extinction.
In outbreeding populations like ours, the selection pressure acting
on recessive alleles is relaxed, making harmful genes pile up
across generations, until equilibrium or compromise is achieved
between maximal adaptation (homozygosity) and maximal adaptability (genome-wide heterozygosity).
Consanguinity can theoretically increase the relative fitness of a
population under specific ecological conditions, as illustrated in the
S. limbatus inbreeding experiment as reviewed above, and a number
of other plant and animal species,74 including some human
populations in which consanguine marriages are widespread.75 The
overall social benefits of consanguinity in our species—such as ease of
marriage arrangements, greater compatibility with in-laws, the
economic benefits of reduced dowry and the maintenance of any
landholdings76—may sometimes outweigh genetic costs of
inbreeding. However, intentional purging of the genetic load
through inbreeding within human populations would be unethical
and unfeasible. The human genetic system simply does not lend itself
to improvement by selective inbreeding. As pointed out by Peter
Medawar, ‘we could not adapt modern stockbreeding principles to a
human society without abandoning a large part of what we
understand by being human’.77,78
Clearly, the intention to purge harmful genes from our population
is sensible, but some way other than inbreeding has yet to be devised,
if we are serious about our intention to diminish human suffering
caused by inherited diseases.
Stretching the limits of heterosis in an outbreeding species
In a population of diploid, sexually reproducing, outbreeding,
polymorphic, unspecialized, altricial and cultural species like man,
the deleterious mutants are only partly expressed in each generation,
being largely concealed by heterozygosis with more favorable alleles.
Although homozygosity for two or more deleterious genes with
possibly synergistic effects is unlikely at the low levels of inbreeding
found in humans, a substantial fraction of infant and juvenile deaths
in nonconsanguine marriages may be attributed to heterozygous
effects of the same factors that cause deaths as homozygotes in
consanguine marriages.45
A review of a number of conditions for which relevant deviations
in heterozygotes are possible or even likely included phenylketonuria
(slight reduction of average—especially verbal—I.Q. in heterozygotes,
together with signs of a slightly increased cerebral irritability, a
possible slight increase of risk for mental disease and an increase of
blood phenylalanine levels in stress situations), lipid storage diseases,
Journal of Human Genetics

microcephaly, myoclonus epilepsy, Wilson’s disease, galactokinase
deficiency, homocystinuria, recessive myotonia and ataxia–
teleangiectasia (increased cancer risk), among other diseases.79
Accordingly, one would expect an only limited effect of increasing
genome-wide heterozygosity on the overall fitness or hybrid vigor in
outbreeding human populations. A more pronounced effect is to be
expected in the offspring of parents who descend from different
populations that had remained reproductively isolated from each
other for a long time. Individuals from different populations or
subpopulations (demes) carry different profiles of rare and common
variants, and low-frequency variants show substantial geographic
differentiation that is further increased by the action of purifying
selection.80 In practical terms, marriages between individuals from
such diverse, ‘differently inbred’ demes would produce the kind of
genome-wide heterozygosity that is expected to produce heterosis. This
expectation has been confirmed as the human population structure
moves from a historical metapopulation, comprising small and
mainly rural endogamous communities, to large and panmitic
urban populations. A genome-wide deleterious mutation with local
differentiation favors dispersal—even though migration reduces
average fitness—because migrant offspring have higher fitness than
offspring of residents.81 This ongoing process is predicted to increase
outbreeding and genome-wide heterozygosity, with beneficial effects
on a range of traits associated with human health and disease.82–85
Within admixed populations, heterosis losses may result from
‘incorrect matings’, as observed in animal breeding schemes.86 In such
populations, the problem of improving overall fitness through
genome-wide heterozygosity can be solved by optimizing the
genome-wide genetic distance of parents; as such, marriages would
favor the recombination of advantageous alleles. Whereas the genetic
distance between parents can be inferred from the history of families,
pedigrees and ethnicities, molecular diagnosis is much more efficient
in detecting genetic distance, identifying cryptic relatedness87 and
scoring it according to risk. A valid marker-assisted optimization
strategy might be to favor marriages between people with the least
heterozygosities in common and the maximal reciprocally distinct
homozygosities.
The environment is a faithful guide to assortative mating
Natural selection acts on the genetic structure of populations and
species to increase adaptation to a given environment. Natural
selection continues to operate in modern mankind, but its action
ought to be supplemented by artificial selection88 and assortative
mating. Assortative mating and its consequences for the offspring in
our species have been classically studied at the phenotypic level,
usually in connection with somatic, personality and cultural traits.15,89
Now it has become technically possible to direct mate choice based on
cryptic gene variants known to confer adaptedness and fitness under
more exacting environmental conditions. We have already discussed
the case of increased fitness conferred by the sickle cell anemia trait
when malaria is endemic. Another example of such advantageous
gene variants is an As3MT (arsenic( þ III)methyltransferase, the major
arsenic-metabolizing enzyme) haplotype associated with reduced
health risks due to rapid arsenic excretion and lower urinary
fraction of the monomethylated metabolite.90 Natural selection for
tolerance to the widespread environmental stressor arsenic may have
increased the frequency of protective variants of As3MT in indigenous
human populations exposed to this risk over historical time.91 The
worldwide increase in natural and anthropogenic arsenic92,93 not only
imposes the need for policies, regulations and actions to control or
ban polluting activities, and reduce and monitor people’s exposure to
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this ubiquitous, persistent environmental risk, but it also creates a
demand for solving the problem of actively increasing the frequency
of protective genetic variants in at-risk populations. Pairomics might
solve this problem in different ways, as the arsenic-resistant
phenotype is co-determined by genes other than As3MT that are
located in different chromosomes.94

The question remains as to whether neutral markers could
substitute for disease markers in some medical applications of
pairomics such as mate choice? Another question remains as to the
alleged health and evolutionary perils of a change in the genetic
structure of the population. We shall answer these questions in the
following sections.

GENETIC MARKERS IN PAIROMICS
A genetic marker can be either a coding DNA sequence or gene or a
noncoding DNA sequence with a known location on a chromosome
so that it can be used to identify genes and clusters of genes,
chromosomes and chromosome regions, individuals or species. We
have mentioned previously that B1–2% of the DNA content of our
genome corresponds to protein coding sequences. These regions
undergo a tighter selection pressure against variation as compared
with the vast majority of noncoding DNA sequences.
The so-called ‘satellite sequences’ (for example, short tandem
repeats and variable number of tandem repeats) are noncoding
regions of the genome that flank the coding regions or genes. Satellite
sequences are subject to lower selection forces than are gene
sequences, resulting in a higher mutation rate as compared with the
coding sequences. Some advantages of using satellite sequencing
instead of direct gene sequencing as genetic markers include their
relatively low cost, widespread use (the use of satellite markers is
widespread in current commercial paternity test kits) and ‘neutrality’
as it refers to the inability of satellite sequences to directly disclose a
protein coding sequence.
The genome-wide sequencing of coding regions provides
more accurate information on alleles linked to genetic diseases.
The disadvantages of this approach include the relatively high cost,
our incomplete knowledge of the meaning of sequence variation and
the ethical, legal and social issues (ELSIs) involved in the disclosure of
sensitive genetic information. It is expected that the spread of NGS
and improvements in data analysis in genome-wide association
studies will contribute to clarify some uncertainties pertaining to
sequence variation, and reduce the cost disadvantage of whole
genome sequencing.95,96 Still, there are potential ELSIs involved in
the disclosure of whole genome genetic information.97 The social
perception of risk moves from ‘genetic display’ to ‘genetic striptease’ as
the type of genetic information moves from ‘neutral’ to ‘specific’. It is
thus understandable why neutral markers may be more acceptable in
medical and recreational applications of pairomics such as mate
choice.
The alleged disadvantage of neutral markers, namely the lack of
specific information on the coding sequences, is also one of their
advantages. Information derived from the use of neutral markers
avoid stigmata such as ‘carrier of a deleterious mutation’, ‘chromosomal aberration’ and ‘large-scale deletion’ that often follow specific
diagnoses. Therefore, an individual whose genome is undergoing
screening for some serious genetic disease may also request that his or
her carrier status not be disclosed to him or her, and it is ethically
acceptable to honor such requests.98
In our typically outbreeding population, each one of us carries a
large number of balanced deleterious alleles that are inherited from
our parental germlines. A genome-wide screening with ‘neutral’
markers would yield ‘neutral’ results in virtually 100% of cases.
However, a screening with specific markers would yield ‘pathologic’
results in essentially 100% of cases. Although it is hardly possible to
purge some deleterious genes, this would be an utmost expensive,
time consuming and ethically destitute enterprise, meaning that it is
practically unfeasible.

Increasing heterozigosity with neutral markers
It has been argued that the clinical management of sequence
variations of unknown significance, including the consideration of
abortion, makes genetic testing very difficult and ambivalent.99–101
However, sequence variation is the general principle underlying
genetic distance, and heterosis as a function of genetic distance has
withstood the test of time. Therefore, it appears to be enough reason
to use variable regions as markers in premarital genetic counseling for
mate choice based on increasing heterosis in the offspring.
From a simple algebraic viewpoint, it seems obvious that the higher
the number of neutral and coding loci in the genome, the better the
correlation between markers and genome heterozygosity.102 This
general rule notwithstanding, there are reasons to believe that an
analysis of a relatively small number of strategically positioned neutral
markers can substitute for genome-wide gene sequencing in
predicting heterozygosity. In the presence of gene interaction,
natural selection tends to enhance the linkage intensity between
genetic loci or maintain the same linkage relationship.103,104 In
consequence, genomes have such a peculiar modular architecture
that subsets of strongly epistatic mutations are tightly physically
linked.105
In addition, the interplay between sex and genetic architecture is
such that it is possible that sex and recombination have affected their
own evolution.106 Recombination rates through meiotic crossover
(Figure 3) vary across the human genome, the majority of crossovers
occurring in narrow hot spots inferred from linkage disequilibrium

Figure 3 Genes are linked in clusters or modules within chromosomes.
Crossover hot spots indicate that crossover events are nonrandomly
distributed during meiotic recombination. Gene loci co-segregate in clusters
(or in ‘linkage’). Drawing adapted from: TH Morgan et al.,107 ‘The
Mechanism of Mendelian Heredity’, 1915.
Journal of Human Genetics
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studies, with individual hot spots often active in both sexes.108–111
Important sources of variation in recombination hot and cold spots
are the transposable elements. Some 40–50% of our genomes
comprise transposable element copies.112 A large part of these
elements is dormant, but a number of them are actively jumping in
our genomes today and, in rare cases, these events cause mutations
that lead to disease.113
The fact that alleles segregate and recombine in clusters or modules
of loci separated by recombination hot spots makes it certain that
genome-wide heterozygosity in the offspring is more reliably predicted
at the recombination cluster level, than at the allele level. In
consequence, any polymorphic marker that co-segregates with the
cluster is informative for the constitution of an optimized parental pair
out of a number of possible parental pairs, even if the marker is a
noncoding sequence, also called an indirect or ‘genetic-neutral’ marker.
The effectiveness of using specific or neutral markers in pairomics
might be determined by the degree of gene clustering within
chromosomes. It may well be the case that specific information on
a given locus in a given chromosome would be indicative for the
formation of a given parental pair. However, this indication is diluted
out in the myriad of possible combinations of other independent loci
and gene clusters. As a result, the more markers taken, the more
questions arose, the more time and other resources spent for the
analysis and validation of the appropriate markers and marker
combinations, without necessarily adding practical value to the assay.
The paradoxical situation is this. Our capability of predicting
genome-wide heterozygosity in the offspring does not improve
appreciably as a function of marker number within a given genomic
module. However, our genome is large enough to allow predicting
genome-wide heterozygosity with a relatively small number of neutral
markers linked to recombination hot spots. It is therefore warranted
to use a number of robust, neutral markers that have been shown to
exhibit polymorphism within human populations and are located
within gene clusters between recombination hot spots. Candidate
neutral markers include pericentromeric regions and restriction
fragment representations of individual genomic modules (Figure 4).
THE EFFECTS OF MATE CHOICE THROUGH PAIROMICS ON
THE GENETIC STRUCTURE OF HUMAN POPULATIONS
The effects of mate choice with the help of pairomics on the genetic
structure of human populations can be examined on the basis of the
alleged threats of eugenics, such as the genetic manipulation for
domination of mankind by some sort of tyrant, and the threat of
genetic deterioration of mankind. It has been argued that schemes to
mask deleterious alleles in a heterozygous condition could significantly increase the deleterious-allele frequencies while resulting in
only a slight reduction in mortality in a population.114 It has been
hypothesized that interdeme mating may lead to potentially harmful
incongruences or incompatibilities among hardly won, nicely
balanced adaptions.115,116 Let us examine these cases as follows.
Can pairomics be eugenic or eugenomic?
Pairomics is not to be confused with eugenics, a term coined by
Francis Galton to define the genetic improvement of organisms, with
special attention to the possible improvement of humans ‘under the
conditions of law and sentiment’.117 However, pairomics can be used
as a tool in partner choice, assortative mating and assisted
reproduction that have important functions to fulfill in human
society.
A distinction has been made between eugenics or ‘genetic
improvement’, and eugenomics or ‘genome-wide improvement’.118
Journal of Human Genetics

Figure 4 Amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) analysis can be
employed in a premarital counseling model for increased genome-wide
heterozygosity in the offspring. Couples are depicted by decreasing
intergenomic difference (Diff. (%)) hinting at decreasing odds of hybrid
vigor in the respective offspring.

The difference between eugenics and eugenomics is not of
principle, but of degree. Both presuppose some degree of
inbreeding and homozygosis, for only homozygous individuals can
breed true. Whereas homozygosis is common for a number of genes
in plant and animal populations, genome-wide homozygosis has not
been reported so far in human populations. Inbreeding depression in
a hypothetical human population undergoing a eugenomics program
would be so extremely wasteful that any form of human eugenomics
can be forecast to be highly unlikely, if not impossible, to occur in our
species.
In addition, pairomics as an eugenic expedient would be extremely
less efficient than artificial insemination and, yet, in a review on
artificial insemination by selected donors as an eugenic expedient,
Richards119 noticed that artificial insemination by selected donors
found very little favor with those who might use it, not least because
of the fact that a couple’s desire to have their ‘own’ children has
always seemed stronger than any eugenic aspirations. Also, he notes,
no state has ever contemplated using artificial insemination by
selected donors as a social policy.
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Other authors have made the distinction between state eugenics and
eugenics as an individual choice,120 or recommended that
reproductive decisions should not be made primarily on the basis
of social cost.121 Any restriction on using assisted reproduction
techniques such as pairomics, IVF and preimplantation genetic
diagnosis (PGD) to prevent the birth of children affected by
genetically transmissible conditions would breach national and
international Conventions on Human Rights. Assisted reproduction
is a human right, and individuals should not face illogical and
discriminatory restrictions to their right to private and family life.122
Fostering genome-wide heterozygosis has negligible effects on the
genetic structure of mankind
The alleged threats of schemes to mask deleterious alleles in a
heterozygous condition do not apply to a diploid, sexually reproducing, outbreeding, polymorphic, unspecialized, altricial and cultural
species such as ours. It can be said, from the viewpoint of genetic
evolution, that our species has retained an ‘amateur status’.123 Natural
selection forces that act upon our genomes to eliminate harmful genes
tend to be attenuated by our capacity to change our environment
through improvements in nutrition, housing, hygiene, education,
lifestyle and medicine. As a result of this status quo, a number of
unselected deleterious genes already tend to pile up in the
heterozygous state in human populations.
In addition, there is evidence that our genetic system cares for the
maintenance of genome-wide heterozygosis. This is illustrated by the
studies on major histocompatibility complex and mate choice carried
out by Wedekind et al.124,125 The research team asked men and
women to score the odors of T-shirts worn by women and men. Their
scorings of pleasantness correlated negatively with the degree of major
histocompatibility complex similarity between the individual smelling
and the T-shirt wearer in men and women. This suggests that the
major histocompatibility complex or linked genes influence human
mate choice today, and the observed preferences would increase
heterozygosity in the progeny.
Genome-wide heterozygosis may protect against a number of
diseases
A number of studies have confirmed the heterotic advantage in other
loci related to host resistance to infectious diseases.126,127 In a review
on facial aesthetics and attractiveness in man, Edler and Orth128
pointed that ‘human perception of attractiveness is firmly anchored in
evolutionary biology, in that it is an essentially sexual characteristic,
based on the need to find the most suitable mate for the production
of healthy offspring’. These authors reviewed evidence that a great deal
of attractiveness is based on parasite resistance, and concluded that
parasite resistance is enhanced by heterozygosity, which in turn is
‘advertised’ by averageness in body proportions—particularly, in
humans, in the female. The authors did not provide any genetic
explanation for gender differences, although the presence of a single
copy of the X chromosome in males may result in increased exposure
to recessive deleterious genes, suggesting a mechanism for increased
male frailty129 that presumably operates a negative male selection
mechanism.
In a study of malocclusion in an ethnically admixed population, the
ethnicity effects were found to be largely additive, and no significant
effect of hybridity of child or recombination was found, indicating
that intercrosses, or crosses between individuals from genetically
distant human demes, present no additional risks for malocclusion in
the offspring.130

Other positive effects of genome-wide heterozygosity on a range of
biomedically relevant human quantitative traits have already been
reviewed above. It is worthwhile stressing the role of heterozygosity in
preventing cancer development. Indeed, loss of heterozygosity—a
genetic mechanism by which a heterozygous somatic cell becomes
either homozygous or hemizygous because the corresponding wildtype allele is lost—has been recognized as a major cause of malignant
growth.131 Monoallelism on a genome-wide scale, a seminal feature of
cancers, is a general fitness liability.132
Thus, there is no reason to believe that maintaining or even
increasing the frequency of heterozygotes in the offspring of our
already outbreeding human populations would result in any major
change or biologically evil effect on the genetic structure or average
well-being of mankind. On the contrary, there is every reason to
believe that heterozygosis is constitutive for our species because it
results in more adapted genotypes, and any scheme aimed at
maintaining or increasing heterozygosis in the offspring would not
appreciably change the genetic structure of our outbreeding population, but would increase average adaptability and well-being.
Assortative mating is widespread in human reproduction schemes
It is in principle true that genetic assistance in assortative mating can
significantly alter the genetic structure of a given population. Per
definition, assortative mating or nonrandom mating causes abnormalities regarding the frequencies that would be expected according to
the Hardy–Weinberg principle. The Hardy–Weinberg principle states
that both allele and genotype frequencies in a population remain
constant from generation to generation unless specific disturbing
influences are introduced. Those disturbing influences include not
only assortative mating, but also mutation, selection, random genetic
drift, gene flow and meiotic drive.133
Assortative mating is widespread in the reproduction schemes of
sexually reproducing species, including man, and it is directed by as
yet poorly understood genetic and nongenetic mechanisms.134,135
Assortative mating has an evolutionary meaning, as it works in
concert with natural selection to achieve local adaptations and
reproductive isolation, even in the presence of substantial gene
flow.136 The model of incompatibility of genes between two isolated
populations to explain reproductive isolation through hybrid
inviability137 is controversial, although it appears applicable to the
evolution of cis-regulatory elements and transcription factors.
However, there is no evidence for such things as reproductive
isolation or hybrid inviability within the human species. On the
contrary, human genetic diversity provides for unlimited assortative
mating. Harpending and Cochran138 distinguish the consequences of
genetic diversity for fitness, relevant to evolution, from the
consequences for well-being, relevant to medicine and public
health. They call genetic variation that causes impairment of health
or well-being of individual humans ‘apparent genetic burden’ and a
variation that has effects on fitness but not well-being ‘unapparent
genetic burden’. They also distinguish between adapted genes and
adapted genotypes: ‘an adapted gene is a gene that increases the fitness
of its bearer either in a heterozygous or a homozygous state or both,
while an adapted genotype is a genotype that increases the fitness of
its bearer but is not transmitted intact to future generations. Balanced
polymorphisms in which the heterozygote is superior in fitness may
generate most adapted genotypes. In the face of major rapid
environmental change, adapted genotypes appear first but over time
they are replaced by adapted genes.’
Accordingly, it has been demonstrated that whenever heterozygotes
are less fit, on average, than homozygotes at the trait locus, indirect
Journal of Human Genetics
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selection for assortative mating is generated.139 Thus, assortative
mating through genetic assistance is not essentially different from a
natural scheme. However, an important difference between natural
and genetically assisted assortative mating does exist. The natural
scheme is operated through natural selection, meaning that any
decline in fitness precedes natural assortative mating, whereas
genetically assisted assortative mating prevents the decline in fitness
from known deleterious alleles or genotypes. The conclusion that can
be drawn from this difference is surely this: genetically assisted
assortative mating is a more humane solution, as it prevents
human suffering.
A pairomics-assisted mate choice using a combination of neutral
markers (for example, variable number of tandem repeats and short
tandem repeats) and gene-specific markers (for example, singlenucleotide polymorphisms have been widely used to study polymorphism because they are widespread across the whole of the
genome and offer a higher resolution compared with other markers)
may help to maintain a beneficial overall heterozygosis, while
increasing the frequency of certain beneficial alleles, respectively,
in the offspring. An optional preimplantation diagnosis may help
to purge some known deleterious alleles, and further enhance
our capacity to reduce the risk of known genetic diseases in the
offspring.
The perils of fixation of novel mutations with unknown effects are
negligible. If one considers the present size of the human population
(B7 billion), with a mutation rate of B2  10 8 per base pair per
generation, then every site in the genome compatible with survival
has mutated an average of 280 times in just the most recent
generations. However, most of these base substitutions are rare in
human populations. Recent estimates predict that 415 million
single-nucleotide polymorphisms with minor allele frequencies
exceeding 1%, and 47 million single-nucleotide polymorphisms
with minor allele frequencies exceeding 5%, will be found in the
human genome.140
EFFECT OF POPULATION SIZE ON THE OUTCOME OF
PAIROMICS
Earlier, we discussed the fact that gene loci segregate and recombine in
linkage; that is, as clusters or modules generally constrained by hot
spots. Recombination events increase in number as a function of
genetic diversity and generation number (recombination occurs
during meiosis in each generation). As pointed out by Keightley
and Otto:141
‘Background selection against deleterious mutant alleles provides a
stochastic advantage to sex and recombination that increases with
population size. Sex and recombination reveal the hidden genetic
variance in fitness by combining chromosomes of intermediate fitness
to create chromosomes that are relatively free of (or are loaded with)
deleterious mutations’.
In the recessive case, a ‘dominant’ allele from one parent suffices to
counterbalance the effect of the deleterious mutant allele from the
other parent. This beneficial effect increases with population size
(Figure 5).
An infinitely large population size is an assumption underlying the
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, and it is also a safeguard against
widespread deleterious recessiveness. As the overall recessiveness in
the offspring is inversely related to population size, then the difference
between parental allele pairs in each of a number of loci—in a word,
the genome-wide heterozygosity or diversity—can be optimized by
increasing the number of participants from diverse populations in a
pairomics database: ‘the more options, the more hits’.
Journal of Human Genetics

Figure 5 The larger the population size, the higher the probability of
heterozygosity at a given gene locus, G. Chr., chromosome.

ETHICAL, LEGAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES
Pairomics may introduce some original, novel ethic concerns as
compared with existing techniques of assisted reproduction such as
AI/IVF and PID/PND. Therefore, we highlight major differences
between pairomics and those existing techniques as follows.
In AI/IVF or PID/PND, a decision is made by an already formed
couple as to whether an embryo or fetus should be artificially
generated, implanted, treated or aborted based on its genetic
constitution, among other nongenetic criteria. AI/IVF and PID/
PND are usually employed to overcome an acquired sterility or a
monogenetic disease affecting the reproductive capacity or fitness of
an already formed couple.
In pairomics, it is the partners who deliberately choose each other
to form a couple, based on their mutual genetic compatibility, among
other nongenetic criteria. Thus, the focus of pairomics lies in assisting
an individual in his or her process of searching for a partner with the
help of a comprehensive, genome-wide analysis, in addition to the
individual’s own search criteria.
Although pairomics can help to decrease the prevalence of
inherited diseases in the offspring, this is not the sole criterion of a
mate search performed with the help of pairomics. Other search
criteria such as age, ethnicity, culture and education are always
involved in a mate search.
For the above reasons, pairomics as a technique of assisted
reproduction can be regarded as both preventative and recreative,
whereas AI/IVF and PID/PND are more ‘remedial’ in nature. As the
decision-making process in pairomics is directed toward adult
individuals, not toward gametes or embryos as in AI/IVF and PID/
PND, there is the concern that people might be discriminated for or
against, depending on the pairomics criteria used for partner choice.
Because of a general increase in genetic testing, carriers of alleles for
some severe disease could face stigmatization or discrimination,
whereas carriers of some ‘desirable’ or ‘normal’ traits could be
favored. The opposite situation, namely the masking of an acquired
disease or an undesirable phenotypic trait through a ‘blind’ pairomics
partner choice process, may also occur.
Therefore, the criteria and principles applied to mate choice with the
help of pairomics should be developed and presented in a form that is
clearly understandable for the general public, scientifically validated
and ethically and socially acceptable. Most importantly, pairomics
should and will not be used as the sole cue in partner choice.
Mutual disclosure of genetic information
Another ethical concern introduced by pairomics is the mutual
disclosure of genetic information of people using pairomics tools to
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find a matching partner. ‘Matching’ here presupposes some form of
complementarity between two individual genomes. To appreciate the
degree or nature of the complementarity, the individuals in a putative
pair may like to have access to detailed information on each other’s
genetic makeup. This type of mutual disclosure of genetic information is potentially harmful to the individuals involved, and should
therefore be protected by anonymization or pseudonymization.
Alternatively, genetic information of the ‘neutral type’ should be used.
Public awareness and acceptance of genetic information
In the foreseeable future, many millions of people around the world
will have access to the complete sequence of their own genomes. The
massive increase in individual genomic information may not be
accompanied by a sufficient increase in genetic counseling capacity
or social understanding of the potential and limitations of this
information.142 The potential of genetic information to influence
life planning, behavior and culture is overwhelming.
However, even modern societies need time to tap into this
potential, as is the case for example in information technology. The
perception of scientific progress follows only partly rational considerations, for it is characterized by the interplay of biological, health,
psychological, emotional, financial, religious, ethical, legal and social
aspects. These aspects of human life and psychology also permeate
public perception of genetics; for example, the question of whether to
eat genetically modified organisms or not.
People tend to accept scientific solutions to any problem if some
immediate hazard or damage is involved. Solutions are less easily
appreciated, and therefore less easily accepted if mediated hazard or
damage is involved; for example, preventative interventions to avoid
health problems. As in any field of science, acceptance of genetic
testing is more likely to occur if scientific knowledge is organized in
such a way as to produce immediate, sensitive, pleasant, useful or
helpful solutions. Through a quantitative and qualitative analysis of
the web sites offering direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing
through Internet, it seems that companies target a triple market
based on: (1) the ‘healthism’ that raises health and hygiene to the top
of the social values; (2) the contemporary demands of the users to
become actors of health decisions; and (3) the need for biosocial
relationships.143
Of great importance in the future could be to find or choose mates
who would constitute a ‘perfect pair’. The sociodemographic change
has led to lowering of birth rates and increasing of life expectancy.
The declining number of children, the increasing living costs and the
high rate of separation and divorce strengthen the desire for healthy
offspring and a fulfilling and harmonious life. The psychological as
well as economic impacts of genetic diseases and disabilities of
offspring on families and the community are a major source of
concern. This situation naturally raises the question of the role that
genetic information could play in individual mate choice and family
planning.
The analytical methods are now so far advanced that a full analysis
of the gene sequences is feasible and financially viable at the
individual level. In addition to the study of fundamental mechanisms
of function and regulation of genes, the characterization of the
human genome, especially the identification of causes of diseases and
new treatment approaches, are among the aims of modern human
and medical genetics.
The search for ‘polygenic’ factors for common, multifactorial
‘diseases of civilization’ is a major focus of research. Whereas it is
possible to identify some of the common gene variants with isolated,
low predictive value and low penetrance, the applicability of the

results for risk prediction remains limited.144 One reason for this is
that the prevalence of the incriminated variants in the general
population is high, i.e. the majority of the populations studied have
a ‘medium’ risk. Genetic loci so far identified for complex traits
account for only a small fraction of the overall heritability. In
addition, a significant proportion of the ‘missing heritability’ of
common diseases may be attributable to low-frequency variants with
intermediate penetrance effects (Figure 6).
Another important, although less well documented, reason is the
fact that the environment determines the risk associated with most—
if not all—gene variants (Figure 1). Improvements in the environment or euphenics145 (for example, improvements in nutrition,
housing, education, hygiene, lifestyle and medicine) can eventually
lead to the disappearance of some harmful genes over generational
time, as has been so nicely illustrated by the case of sickle cell anemia
decline after malaria was stamped out.146–148 In many instances,
however, questionable improvements have been shown to cause
disease and reduce fitness, as when carriers of a thrifty genotype are
exposed to ad libitum food intake.149–151 Such gene–environment
interactions must be borne in mind in any genetic analysis and
counseling. It is expected that gene–environment-wide interaction
studies (‘GEWIS’) will help to understand the gene–environment
interactions.152
Far less well documented are approaches referring to genetic
characteristics of postulated relevance for mate choice, although they
are already being pursued commercially. In addition, genetically
determined characteristics with no apparent clinical significance for
medical research such as height, physique and behavior are in
increasing demand for development and commercialization. Part of
this development is characterized by substantial disregard of exogenous factors and sociocultural factors on the expression of the genetic
‘normal variants’.
The need for a reappraisal of the medical, scientific, ethical and
legal framework of omics applications follows from the observation
that this type of service is already being advertised and offered by
commercial organizations on the Internet and in the lay press. A great
deal of these services is run on a DTC basis, thus bypassing medical
and psychological counseling services, with foreseeable medical and
psychological consequences for the consumer.
Whereas the genetics of monogenic traits is easier for people to
understand, the genetics of polygenic traits may be too complicated or
ambivalent. For example, it is easy to understand that homozygosity
for a known missense mutation of the phenylalanine hydroxylase
(PAH) gene and normal levels of phenylalanine in the diet are
sufficient to cause phenylketonuria and severe mental retardation in

Figure 6 Low-frequency variants and disease susceptibility. A significant
proportion of the ‘missing heritability’ of common diseases may be
attributable to low-frequency variants with intermediate penetrance effects.
GWA studies, genome-wide association studies. Adapted from McCarthy
et al.167
Journal of Human Genetics
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newborns. Comprehensive genomic information is so much more
complicated that we are not able to understand it without some kind
of computational genomic tool, scientific evidence or professional
assistance.
However, neither medical and scientific validity nor legality and
ethical issues appear to be clarified as yet. In 2010, the European
Society of Human Genetics (ESHG) stated that ‘DTC genetic testing
and the advertisement of genetic tests of unproven benefit or without
adequate independent genetic counseling are in opposition to the
professional standards the ESHG sustains’.153
Reasons for and against genetic diagnosis
People may seek genetic diagnosis and counseling (GDC) at different
life times. Preconception genetic diagnosis and counseling (PreCGDC) may occur after a couple is formed with the intention of having
an offspring, or even before a couple is formed, in which case PreCGDC may be sought as a cue to mate choice.
Postconception genetic diagnosis and counseling (PostC-GDC) can
be distinguished according to the time points after conception:
preimplantation (PreI-GDC), prenatal (PreN-GDC) and postnatal
genetic diagnosis and counseling (PostN-GDC).
In 2008, the Practice Committee of the American Society for
Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) recommended PGD with IVF as a
significant advance over postconception diagnosis and pregnancy
termination in the case of single-gene disorders.154 It noted, however,
that long-term consequences for the offspring after PGD cannot be
ruled out with certainty at present. With the available PGD
technology, moreover, testing is only available for single-gene
diseases, and risks of diagnostic error remain.155
In 2013, the Ethics Committee of ASRM considered PGD for adultonset conditions ethically justifiable when the conditions to be
avoided are serious and when there are no known interventions for
the conditions or the available interventions are either inadequately
effective or significantly burdensome. For conditions that are less
serious or of lower penetrance, the ASRM considered PGD ethically
acceptable as a matter of reproductive liberty. It should be discouraged, however, if the risks of PGD are found to be more than merely
speculative.98
Arguments offered in support of PGD for serious adult-onset
conditions include the right to reproductive choice on the part of
individuals who seek to bear children, the medical good of preventing
the transmission of genetic disorders and potential social benefits of
reducing the overall burden of disease. Arguments advanced against
the use of PGD include expense, the questionable value of the medical
benefits obtained in the light of our inability to predict medical
progress over the longer term, the possibility of misdiagnosis and the
unknown risks of the procedure. Critics have argued that this
recommendation against testing fails to understand autonomy and
to appreciate the harms that may be associated with uncertainty,156
but the recommendation was reaffirmed in 2009.157 In summary, the
goal of preventing disease supports the liberty to use GDC, provided
that the risks of GDC are not found to be more than merely
speculative. Cost reasons also support the reproductive liberty to
choose GDC. This is particularly relevant given the growing lifetime
cost of health care for chronic medical conditions and the
psychological impact of these diseases.
Ethical reasons on the other side of the argument include the
possibility of misdiagnosis for technical reasons, uncertainties regarding medical benefits of GDC in view of variable gene expressivity and
complex interactions between DNA and the environment. Other
critics put forth the so-called ‘designer baby’ concern.158
Journal of Human Genetics

The ASRM Committee further concluded that ‘reproductive liberty
arguments ethically allow for PGD for adult-onset conditions of lesser
severity or penetrance. In the latter cases, the application of the
technology hinges on the evidence that PGD is a relatively low-risk
procedure; this evidence may change. The complexity of the scientific,
psychological, and social issues involved in this arena compels the
Committee to strongly recommend that an experienced genetic
counselor play a major role in counseling patients considering such
procedures’.98
The ELSIs of tests to verify the compatibility of potential mates
have not yet been discussed in the current literature. The existing
market suggests high growth rates. There is an urgent need to name
and clarify the ELSIs of tests, building on current and future medical
research. Consideration of test characteristics is essential to any
valuable discourse on the ELSIs of personal genome testing. Four
key characteristics of personal genome testing for multifactorial
diseases—(1) targeted/nontargeted testing, (2) analytical validity, (3)
clinical validity and (4) clinical utility—together determine the
applicability and the relevance of ELSIs to specific tests.159 It is
expected that medical research will show the currently existing
medical limitations and the expected future developments. This will
enable legislators to find correspondingly long-term legal solutions,
with due regard to ethical concerns.
Genetic assistance in reproduction as a universal human right
It has been argued elsewhere that genomic medicine asks for universal
coverage.160 Since public interest in genetic assistance in reproduction
is featured in the global human population, and human beings are
defined as intelligent animals, then there must be a universal right to
genetic assistance in reproduction as well. It follows in consequence
that: (1) clients and service providers alike must abide by the
constitution and the laws of the country where they live or are
established; and (2) cultural advancement is allowed, as the
declaration of a natural right constitutes the basis upon which
future permissive legislation will be constructed, and furthermore,
prohibitive legislation will be abolished.
As any natural right, the right to genetic assistance in reproduction
is part of the chain of natural causality: LIFE-SURVIVALCONTINUITY. Juridical causality runs in parallel and congruent
with natural causality. A debate on strict juridical terms would be
endless; a juridical paper inconclusive, whereas the natural causality
approach remains irrefutable, for nobody dares to deny his or her
own natural existence. Natural causality runs in parallel with
intelligent causality because both belong to the real world. The
natural right approach to genetic assistance in reproduction facilitates
the understanding of the right to genetic assistance in reproduction,
and serves the search for new rights or new practices of rights that are
not codified in laws.
Universal coverage of genetic assistance in reproduction means that
access to this technology becomes more important. Health outcomes
may improve for those who can afford the technology, for example,
but not for others. Without such access, technological innovation will
likely expand disparities rather than reduce them and, hence, as
efficacy of the technology grows, so does the burden on society to
provide access to technology equitably to all those in need.161
Genetic assistance in reproduction from the viewpoint of clients,
assistants and counselors
The scope of genetic assistance in reproduction is to provide
supportive genetic information in informed reproductive decisions.
An individual’s needs ought to be the focus of genetic assistance in
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reproduction. Privacy has been the key term of bioethical debates on
biobanks. However, the notion of control and controllability over
collected personal data are most essential for people in the information society.162 Accordingly, providers of genomic information should
allow people to select which types of risk information will be included
in their report.163
As providers of information, medical assistants are protected from
religious, ethical and philosophical issues. The very nature of
assistance avoids the construction of persuasive medical arguments
and facilitates referral within the realms of multidisciplinarity where
clients are referred to their trusted assistants and counselors.
Personal contact with a counselor is limited to those cases where
diagnosis cannot be made by document examination alone, opening
the field to remote assistance (remote assistance includes visual
contact via web conference to satisfy the need to ‘see the face of the
doctor’) and outsourced personal contact. In this model, the
emotional field is left open to those who are interested in it.
There are some risks in the ‘help to make decisions’ model.
Assistants can provide clients with studies, statistics, doctrines and
medical jurisprudence. However, assistants should not help clients to
make their decisions, unless the assistant is the individual involved in
affecting the reproductive decision (for example, reproduction
scientists, geneticists). Ideally, genetic assistance in reproduction
should be framed within a scientific nucleus (for example, universities
and institutes), and maintained apart from the commercial–
operational nucleus (for example, physicians, hospitals and
companies).
Critical factors for genetic assistance in reproduction include: (1)
compliance with national and international codes of ethics, (2)
scientific validity, safety and utility of the gene tests used by the
industry, (3) transparency, (4) community participation, (5) universal
affordability, (6) quality of service and standardization to ensure that
tests from different laboratories provide comparable results, (7)
qualification and integrity of professionals and institutions involved
and (8) computational power and -architecture that are commensurable with the needs of large, interactive and secure databases.
CONCLUSION
The human species is a diploid, sexually reproducing, outbreeding,
polymorphic, unspecialized, altricial and cultural species. Humans are
metagenomic with respect to the humans around them,164 and mate
choice criteria that vary extensively among genders, people and
cultures are firmly anchored in genomics. Furthermore, mate choice
is a critical determinant of health and well-being. Thus, the
development of the science and technology of pairomics is warranted.
As knowledge is expected to be generated in the process of
developing pairomics at negligible risk, we should not refrain from
developing the field, for fear of being wrong: ‘In fussing over the
nature of some great metamorphosis which might conceivably
happen, but which could only happen in real life if we were to be
the victims of a sustained and consistent tyranny tens of centuries
long, we may forget to ask a really important question: what changes
are happening in the genetic structure of human populations as a
result of forces acting upon us now?’165
Understanding these forces and predicting their effects will not be
an easy enterprise. Human genomic variation and the complexity of
gene–gene and gene–environment interactions make sure that pairomics will be one of the most complex and challenging omics
applications in the years to come. But in the words of Neil Pearce,
‘If complexity is the price of being relevant and addressing the major
public health problems, then so be it’.166

As public knowledge on genomics, population genetics and gene–
environment interactions, as well as the size of genomic databases
expand, so does the ability of pairomics to investigate and predict the
consequences of mating preferences for present and future
generations.
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